For years I have been warning you to watch for the
prices of food to skyrocket as warned by Jesus. In my book I cite the many reports year after year showing
us just how high the prices of food are climbing. Below are some of the most recent reports on this issue. I
will keep adding to this list below as new reports are issued.
October 14, 2021 - Meat Sector Leads Food Price Inflation
Food prices climbed 4.5% last month, the sixth consecutive month of increases, according to the
Consumer Price Index for Food. The increase was led by the meat sector, with the “meat” basket of goods
up 12.6% from a year ago while the poultry index was 6.1% higher. Link

October 13, 2021 - Kraft Heinz CEO Warns Shoppers: ‘Get Used to Paying More for Food’ Over Inflation
The CEO of Kraft Heinz, Miguel Patricio, warned that around the world and in the United States, people
will have to get used to higher food prices due to “across the board” inflation. Link
September 12, 2019: Food prices on the rise, pushing millions into deeper poverty Link
November 28, 2019 It's Getting More Expensive to Eat, and Economists Are Worried Link
May 13, 2020: Grocery Prices Are The Highest They’ve Been In Decades | TODAY Link
June 10, 2020: Food prices continue to increase with no clampdowns in sight Link
June 11, 2020: Food prices are rising fast—Here are the winners and losers to watch Link
Jul 28, 2020: China Food Crisis? Rising Domestic Prices and Large Import Purchases Send a Signal
Link
August 5, 2020: Families Struggle As Grocery Prices Rise Amid Pandemic | NBC Nightly News Link
August 6, 2020: Why Are Food Prices Skyrocketing During the Pandemic? | NBCLA Link
August 11, 2020: Ethiopia’s inflation soaring to 22.3 percent, food prices unbearable for millions Link
September 9, 2020: Global food prices have been rising during the coronavirus pandemic, hitting food
security Link
September 22, 2020: Soaring food prices Link
January 11, 2021: Food Price Inflation Accelerates For Seventh Consecutive Month Link
March 7, 2021 the RT news reported food prices still going up. “The agency said that its food price index
jumped by 2.4 percent month-on-month to reach 116.0 points in February. The gauge, which tracks
monthly changes in the international prices of commonly-traded food commodities, is also 26.5 percent
higher than it was a year earlier. The latest increase has become the longest surge for overall food costs
since the food crisis broke that out in 2007-08. Prices for sugar soared most, adding 6.4 percent from
January, according to the FAO. The agency’s sugar price index rose for the second month in a row,
reaching its highest level in nearly four years.” Link
March 13, 2021 - The perfect storm: Global food prices hit six – year high Counting the Cost Link
April 23, 2021 Bloomberg news again showed food prices are skyrocketing in their report entitled: “The
Grocery Price Shock Is Coming to a Store Near You”. “Corn, wheat, soybeans, vegetable oils: A small
handful of commodities form the backbone of much of the world’s diet and they’re dramatically more
expensive, flashing alarm signals for global shopping budgets. This week, the Bloomberg Agriculture
Spot Index — which tracks key farm products — surged the most in almost nine years, driven by a rally
in crop futures. With global food prices already at the highest since mid-2014, this latest jump is being

closely watched because staple crops are a ubiquitous influence on grocery shelves — from bread and
pizza dough to meat and even soda.” Link
June 3, 2021 headline from Bloomberg: "Global Food Costs Surge to Decade High as Drought Parches
Crops Link
June 4, 2021 headline from Naturalnews.com “Food prices to soar higher as California farmers destroy
crops because dust bowl conditions continue to spread” Link
June 21, 2021 from CBS Boston “‘Prices That We’ve Never Seen Before’: Rising Food Costs Hitting
Restaurants Hard” Link
August 12, 2021 Fortune.com - Grocery prices continue to rise—and there’s no end in sight Link

Sept. 22, 2021 - Before They Were An Inconvenience, But Now The Shortages Are Really Beginning To
Sting
Have you noticed that store shelves are starting to get emptier and emptier? During the panic shopping
that was sparked by the start of the COVID pandemic in 2020, there were very intense shortages of
certain items, but those shortages did not last very long at all. But now there are widespread shortages in
just about every sector of our economy, and they are starting to become quite painful.
Oct. 1, 2021 World Economic Forum Global food prices are at a level not seen for most of modern
history - This is why Link

Oct. 1, 2021 - Food inflation in Canada could be as much as twice what official figures say
https://thepostmillennial.com/food-inflation-canada?utm_campaign=64487
Stay tuned because what this planet is going through currently is nothing compared to what is coming!

